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I. Introduction

In the era of globalization and the WTO, in Russia, as its
member, it is impossible to stand still, especially in the food
industry. You have “dozed” or hesitated a little - and you will
be bypassed by dozens more agile competitors - both Russ-
ian and foreign. This inevitably leads to reducing your mar-
ket share, and even its total loss.

Well aware of this problem and trying to quickly respond
to the global challenges the Group KON always has its finger
on the pulse. That’s how we know which innovations the
market requires finding the best solutions for its cus-
tomers. Of course, at acceptable, reasonable and mutually
beneficial prices.

And if last year, at the Exhibition Agroprodmash 2013, to-
gether with the universal - and at the same time the most
budget - “hit” thermal chamber KON-100, we demon-
strated a unique Sausage Line LINKWEL of Japanese Firm
HITEC (as well as their high-speed sausage Cutter and
Peeler), and the best in the world Canadian Liquid Ice Gen-
erator SUNWELL, this year we managed to "cycle", or to
“loop” the sausage production chain, actually revolutioniz-
ing the technology itself.

Now this “revolutionary chain” consists of the machines
of the German MADO, Japanese HITEC, Russian KON and
Canadian SUNWELL.  

Together we can and we promise to revolutionize
sausage quality and technology, in particular, and this busi-
ness, in general. 

But, first things first.

II. Traditional technological scheme 
of sausage production

Traditional preparation of minced meat for sausages
(frankfurters) have a scheme similar for mixing mince for
cooked sausages (Wurst, Salami). Raw meat is beforehand
boned and then its trimming is made, or frozen raw mate-

rial is ground in a frozen block cutter, then grinded (minced)
using 2-6 mm hole or 16-25 mm holes. To reduce the cost
of the product the mechanically deboned meat (MDM), ob-
tained in the Bone separator, can be used.

Minced meat cooked in the cutter, where the total dura-
tion of treatment is 8-12 minced minutes depending on the
chopper. The higher the cutting speed, the shorter the du-
ration of treatment. To reduce the temperature of meat
flake ice generator or cool water is used, their volume de-
termined depending on the type of cutter, grinding duration,
material temperature and other factors.

Bacon is cut into a special machine for cutting - Fat
Slicer. When manufacturing certain types of sausages
mince product is mixed in a mixer with the addition of
cooked cereals and other ingredients.

For filling sausage casings with minced meat are used
vacuum fillers with automatic twister or sausage lines for
filling, portioning, twisting and hanging on hooks.

Heat treatment of sausages are produced in universal
chambers with continuous automatic monitoring and con-
trolling the temperature and humidity, and includes drying,
roasting and brewing.

After cooking, the sausage product is cooled by cold
water shower or in intensive cooling chambers.

Then ready sausages are packed under vacuum in pack-
ages marked with the label and placed in a corrugated
packing.

The finished product is stored in a refrigerator at a tem-
perature +2 ... +8 ј C and relative humidity 75 ... 85%.
Thus, the traditional scheme of making sausages re-

quires the following basic equipment:
1. Frozen Blocks Cutter  
2. Grinder
3. Bone Separator   
4. Mixer                                                 
5. Cutter                                                           
6. Fat Slicer 
7. Vacuum Filler

8. Sausage Line
9. Clipper
10. Chamber for Hot Smoking and Cooking Sausages
11. Intensive Cooling Chamber
12. Сhamber for Cold Smoking
13. Chamber for Drying Sausages
14. Ice Generator (or cold potable water source).

Traditional machines are not only expensive, but also re-
quire the extra costs due to space requirements, additional
cleanup costs and power consumption. Another factor is
the cost of personnel expenses. Furthermore, as shown by
tests, any failure of the production process, resulting from
any infringement of product delivery from machine to ma-
chine, significantly affects the quality of products.

III. The KON Revolutionary scheme 
of sausages production KON

For qualitative (revolutionary) improvement of manufac-
turing sausages at the same time radically reducing their
cost of production the Group KON proposes to replace:

1. First six positions of the traditional equipment, spec-
ified above, by one MADO EXTRUDER.

2. Equipment under Nos. 7-9 – by a high-speed HITEC
Sausage Line LINKWEL producing all kinds of
sausages of equal weight and length (c. 800 pcs./min.). 

3. Installations under Nos. 10-11 – by a Smokehouse
KON-100, providing a minimum thermal losses on all
stages of traditional operations (drying, smoking,
roasting, cooking). 

4. Traditional flake ice generator (or chilled water source)
– by a unique SUNWELL Generator of "liquid ice» De-
epchill, a suspension which at times increases the
processing speed, quality and safety of the product at
all stages of its production compared with flake ice or
chilled water.

MADO’S EXTRUSION GRINDER is a revolutionary inven-
tion, reducing three machine processes into one machine.
Cutting, mixing and homogenization are all accomplished
within this single unit, saving capital costs, reducing pro-
cessing time and eliminating the transfer of product from
one machine to another.

For even better production results and more specialized
applications, the new MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER can also
be supplied with an optional vacuum device. Mixing under
vacuum improves protein extraction and shortens the red-
dening time of the products.

Another benefit of MADO’S EXTRUSION GRINDER is this
machine’s significant improvement in hygiene levels as well
as the commensurate reduction and simplification of clean-
ing the machine: rather than three machines to supply elec-
tricity to, manage (man power), maintain, clean and provide
floor space for, MADO’S EXTRUSION GRINDER truly does it
all in one machine for a fraction of the cost.

The MADO’S EXTRUSION GRINDER meets EU guidelines
98/37/EWG for safety and hygiene for food processing ma-
chinery. 

The MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER is the optimal solution
for the modern food processing industry. Whether one
processes cured, cooked, fresh sausage or other commin-
uted food, patented MADO technology provides the most
efficient production with the high quality: grinding ma-
chines in the world. Products such as Hot Dogs, Wieners,
cold cut emulsions, cooked sausages such as liverwurst or
coarser items such as fresh bratwurst, or diverse as
Krakauer and cooked and cured salami are all processed

in a single step operation with the utmost efficiency, high-
est quality and the ultimate in hygiene. With a processing
capacity of up to 12 metric tonnes per hour, the high-vol-
ume screw pump gives the new EXTRUSION GRINDER
double the output compared to standard mincers with the
same sized cutting tools.

The MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER is perfectly suited for
the production of emulsions. In comparison to the standard
bowl cutter or emulsifier line, this revolutionary technology
consumes only one third the electrical power at less than
half the capital equipment cost. Furthermore, traditional
use of ice for emulsifying is eliminated: MADO’S EXTRU-
SION GRINDER needs only water for the process. Start
counting the savings.

For even better production results and more specialised
applications, the new MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER can also
be supplied with an optional vacuum device. Mixing under
vacuum improves protein extraction and shortens the red-
dening time of the products. Also, oxidation is reduced even
with low levels of nitrite present. The product has a firmer
texture and a longer shelf-life. An injection system is also
available to improve flavor, optimise color and temperature.
The speed of the mixing unit is variable and operates both
forward and reverse. During the mixing process, the two
feed augers run in reverse and push the material up the
back wall of the hopper. This significantly enhances product
mixing while reducing the blending time.

The screws of the EXTRUSION GRINDER'S cutting as-
sembly transport the processing material in an exemplary
gentle fashion. This ensures an excellent particle definition
with the lowest possible temperature increase. E.g. when

processing pork,  ∆-t is only 0.5°C when using a 3 mm end
hole plate. 

The patented twin-cutting system is used to pre-cut the
material in the most gentle way possible. Afterwards, the
material is homogenized using 3 to 7 piece cutting sets, in-
dividually configured for each product.

KON PROPOSES: 
Revolutionary changes in producing 
sausages and deli meats
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1. MADO’S EXTRUSION GRINDER 

MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER MMG 239
with Vacuum unit and “Duo-Separt” system
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Japanese HITEC Linkwel lines are intended for manufac-
turing sausages in natural and synthetic casings with high
accuracy of the length, weight and diameter of the pro-
duct.

The new and improved Budget line Linkwel G2 offers ad-
vancements in operations, maintenance, sanitation, dura-
bility, cycle time and over all versatility to the user.
� Servo operated metering pump
Hitec engineers utilize the servo motor in order to elim-

inate costly clutch components  and maximize sausage
count.
��Independent Electrical Control for Drive
Metering Pump, Twister and Stuffing Tube Rotary Head,

Linking Chain, and Conveyor are  driven by motors inde-
pendently and each motor is under separate electrical con-
trol. Such independent drive and separate control achieves
highspeed stuffing of sausages made with natural casing.
In addition, structure of drive transmission made as simple
as possible has not only reduced the number of parts used
but also improved durability in drive transmission parts,
thus preventing occurrence of troubles and cutting sub-
stantial time, cost, and difficulty in maintenance.  
��A redesigned main body
Housed by a completely redesigned main body; all com-

ponents are very easily accessible. The new "unibody" con-
struction design of the main body not only offers exceptional
strength but also insures no problems due to water inva-
sion.
� Improved electrical design
All electrical components are housed separately in an ex-

clusive stainless steel waterproof box. Thanks to a much

wider door opening, operations such as parts exchanging
can be performed very easily.  
��Sanitation
The top surface of the main cabinet is sloped to elimi-

nate any water and meat, further eliminating any sanitation
issues.
��Faster Cycle Time
With advance design of the Linkwel G2 the casing length

has been extended by 10% allowing more output capacity
per casing.

Linkwel G2 is the industry most advance and versatile
machine to stuff Sheep, Hog, Collagen and Cellulose cas-
ings with speed and accuracy.

One with an automatic casing feeder processes casings
of all types and the other is exclusively used for natural cas-
ing. "LINKWEL" is the most suitable machine for any kind
of casings including sheep, hog, collagen, and cellulose. 
�� "LINKWEL" is the equal-length, equal-weight, and

equal-diameter sausage stuffing machine for natural casing.
In the conventional production of natural casing

sausages, it was considered impossible to make weight and
length of sausages constant. However, our new product
"LINKWEL" is the world's first sausage stuffing machine
that has realized production of natural casing sausages
with equal weight as well as equal length.
��"LINKWEL" can minimize breakage of casings during

stuffing
As it employs a stuffing method different from the con-

ventional ones, it drastically decreases the frequency of
casing breakage due to a success in a sharp decrease of
pressure on casings during stuffing.

��"LINKWEL" achieved high-speed production of natu-
ral casing sausages.

It is a machine completed with an idea quite different
from the conventional stuffing theory for natural casing
sausages. It has realized a production with much higher
speed than the conventional natural casing sausages stuff-
ing machine. In addition, since it can be connected to a
hanging system, productivity is improved including an op-
eration of hanging sausages on rods. 
��"LINKWEL" offers different types of Controllers:

Mitsubishi, Omron, Allen-Bradley
��"LINKWEL" has different types of rods (hooks) for

different products: for different casings, for natural cas-
ings.
��"LINKWEL" has 2 types
One with an automatic casing feeder processes casings

of all types and the other is exclusively used for natural cas-
ing. "LINKWEL" is the most suitable machine for any kind
of casings including sheep, hog, collagen, and cellulose.

Excellent product quality
� Integrating several processes within a single machine

reduces microbial contamination of the raw material by up
to 80%.
� Optimized homogenous mixing of all ingredients

through patented cutting technology.
� The clear particle definition allows the processor to

present an exceptional product.
� The double feed auger system prevents air pockets in

the emulsion. 

Cost savings
� Mixing, grinding and emulsifying in one machine

shorten processing times and reduces capital costs. This
saves time and money! 
� Integrating the processing steps makes conveyors and

other transporting means obsolete and results in huge
space savings and significantly reduced cleaning proce-
dures.
� In emulsions, water is used instead of ice. This im-

proves hygiene, while significantly cutting operating costs. 
� Optimized production efficiency means significantly

lower energy consumption compared with standard ma-
chines. Increase profitability 
� High levels of output of up to 12 metric tonnes per hour

means significantly lower capital requirements compared
with standard processing methods.

“DuoSepart” bone elimination system
The EXTRUSION GRINDER can be fitted with the

patented “DuoSepart” elimination system upon request.
This system allows you to separate bone, gristle and sinews
effectively and efficiently. Processes which cause stress to
raw materials, such as conventional separation systems,
can also be eliminated, thus increasing you savings. The
“DuoSepart” system consists of two separator units which
work independently of each other. In the first stage, sepa-
ration is carried out on the side. In the second stage it takes
place centrally on the hole plate. The pneumatically oper-
ated control valves for the two separators are infinitely ad-
justable.

MADO Double Pre Grinder Attachement
The patented mixing auger comes with integrated back

flow openings. This enables the raw material to be mixed op-
timally with spices and other ingredients. This supplemental
mixing and cutting unit is especially suited for the production
of emulsions or products such as liver sausage. Tool trolley
all functional parts are removed from the EXTRUSION
GRINDER and hung or placed on the tool trolley which comes
as a standard accessory. This allows for easy, hygienic and

spotless cleaning and disinfection of both the machine and
the parts. With the tool trolley, space to be removed disas-
sembly and storage of components is child’s play. This sim-
plifies handling and keeps everything in good order. Cleaning
platform as standard to enable you to get the most out of your
MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER, the machine comes complete
with a robust cleaning platform. The platform is equipped
with a safety interlock to provide the utmost in safety. 

All MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER drives are controlled by
frequency converters and are thus completely variable in
speed. Operators can also adjust the individual times and
cycles of the mixing unit. All electrical elements are com-
pactly sealed in the machine housing and are thus protected
against moisture. A separate electric control cabinet is not
necessary. 

State-of-the-art drive concept
The MADO EXTRUSION GRINDER has a compact control

panel, with an easy-to-operate keyboard that is splash re-
sistant. Up to 99 separate operating programs can be
stored.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:
� 30 % lower investment costs in case of new acquisition

(Even without depreciation  of your machines, the MADO ex-
truder is amortized after 4.6 years.)
� Less than half of energy costs! Considerably reduced

space requirement!
� Action of microbiological contamination by several

working processes in one machine!
� Less noise emission!
� All individual processes can be carried out in the ex-

truder separately.
� Reduced cleaning work due to less transport contain-

ers! …without any restrictions in quality of sausage meat!
� Altogether eight variations in five different sizes are

available. 
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2. HITEC LINKWEL LINES 

Traditional sausage meat production
Bowl cutter (20 tons/day)

MADO extruder technology
with emulsifier (20 tons/day)

Investment

(2 x 5 charges each at 400 kg=2x2000 kg=4000 kg)

Cutter without 270.000 € 
Cutter without 270.000 €

(4 charges at 1000 kg=4000 kg)

MMG 239 incl. double 280.000 € 
Emulsifier 100.000 €

Total investm 540.000 € Total investm 380.000 €

COSTS PER YEAR

Depreciation Depreciation 6 years, straight 90.000 € Depreciation 6 years, straight 63.333 €

Power 
consumption

5 h/day x 200 days with 80 % duty cycle
2 x 200 kW - 320 MWh/year
at 9 ct/kWh current price 28.800 €

50 % duty cycle of extruder, 33% duty cycle of emulsifier
50 (extr.)and 200 (emuls.) kW - 95 MWh/year
at 9 ct/kWh current price 8.550 €

Labour costs
Preparation  of material (meat) Preparation  of spices
Cleaning (machines, carriages of sausage meat)
Total: 4 pers 140.000 €

Preparation  of material (meat) Preparation  of spices
Cleaning (machine, containers)
Total: 2 persons at 35 000. 70.000 €

Water/Ice Add
Cooling by ice with 20 % filling
4000 kg/day x 20  56.000 €

Cooling by water
4000 ltr/day x 200 days x 0,2 2.000 €

Space require
Acc. to floor plan approx. 50 m�
Occupancy costs 2.100 €
Heating/Air conditioning 1.000 €

Acc. to floor plan approx. 30 m�
Occupancy costs 3,50€/m� 1.260 €
Heating/Air conditioning 600 €

Total costs 317.900 € 145.743 €

Saving/year  172.157 €
(After approx. 2.2 years the investment is amortized).

IN GENERAL: the MACHINE doubles the output compared to
standard mincers with the same sized cutting tools, at the same
time consuming only one third of electrical power, at less than
half of the capital equipment costs:
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Line LINKWEL G2 

LINKWEL-G2 SPECIFICATIONS 

Production Rate
Artificial Casing: Max. 3,200kg/hr
Natural Casing: Max. 1,000pcs/min

The figures shown above may change depending on the product, plant 
condition, local requirements for power and/or other respective matters.

Casing Size

Sheep Casing 14–25 mm
Hog Casing 26–36 mm
Collagen Casing 13–36 mm
Cellulose Casing 13–40 mm

Product Size

Artificial Casing: 3 pitches (28.6mm 1 1/8 in) through 
32 pitches (304.8mm, 12 in) or more

Natural Casing: 3 pitches (28.6mm 1 1/8 in) through 
20 pitches (109.5mm, 7 1/2in) or more

Casing Shirred Length

Sheep Casing Max. 180 mm (7 1/8 in)
Hog Casing Max. 180 mm (7 1/8 in)
Collagen Casing Max. 320 mm (12 5/8in)
Cellulose Casing Max. 355 mm (14 in)

Length 5,189mm (204 1/4 in) – Max. 5,299 mm (208 5/8 in)

Weight Approx. 690 kg (1,520 lbs)

Height 1,270 mm (50 in)

Power Requirements
Three-phase,6.7 kw
Any special local requirements must be so advised.

Pueumatic Requirements
Pressure: 0.5 Mpa (75 psi)
Consumption: 600 cc (36.68 in3)/cycle

Different types of Controllers:

for different casings                                                  for natural casings

All electrical components are housed separately
in an exclusive stainless steel waterproof box. 

Different types of rods (hooks) for different products:

3. UNIVERSAL THERMAL CHAMBERS KON-100 
Universal Thermal Chambers KON-100: Smoking cham-
bers of this line are ideal for the production of sausages
and other deli meats, cold and hot smoked.

All Smokehouses of the KON-100 family are designed
for the Euro standard frames.
They reliably provide the highest productivity at minimum

thermal losses.
Reduction of losses during heat treatment (drying,

smoking, roasting, cooking) is achieved by new technologies
with the use of the most modern thermal equipment.
Thermal Chambers KON-102, KON-104, KON-106 pro-

vide all the necessary operations in minimal time.
The most important parameters of the processes that

reduce heat losses in the smoking chambers are: 1) regu-
lation of changes in temperature (operating delta) and 2)
reducing of drying time. These tasks are solved by proper
functional performing a smokehouse design and the usage
of controllers "Aditec" (Germany).
High productivity, the uniform and steady temperature

distribution inside  a smoking chamber, the saturation of
smoke, the optimal energy consumption per 1 kg of prod-
uct, the minimal weight loss of product during heat treat-
ment, the best organoleptic indicators of meat and fish
delicacies and sausages – that are the  characteristics pro-
vided by these smokehouses.
Our chambers provide the desired cooling of smoke-air

mixture and maintain a preset humidity for drying and
smoking of products. 
Due to their quality and technical characteristics men-

tioned above, even in the presence of strong competition,
the KON smokehouses are in great demand because qual-
itatively they are not inferior to the best world standards,
and by the price are 1.5–2 times cheaper than imported
thermal chambers.
The competitiveness of the KON cameras doubles the

fact that the KON Group provides full range of services not
only in time of supplying, installing and commissioning, but
throughout the whole life cycle of their equipment as well.
This becomes evident from the existing portfolio. The

Company has a strong demand for thermal cameras not
only in the regions of Russia, but also in Azerbaijan,
Moldova, Ukraine and other countries of the former Soviet
Union. 

Chamber KON-102

Technical characteristics

Installed power, kWt 36

Average power consumption, kWt 15

Water consumption, m3/hr, not more than 0,14

Chamber warm-up time to t=90 OC, minutes, 
not more than

10

Number of trolleys 1

Height, mm 3000

Width, mm 1800

Length, mm 1500

Weight, kg 1000

Chamber KON-104

Technical characteristics

Installed power, kWt 71

Average power consumption, kWt 30

Water consumption, m3/hr, not more than 0,17

Chamber warm-up time to t=90 OC, minutes, 
not more than

10

Number of trolleys 2

Height, mm 3200

Width, mm 1800

Length, mm 2560

Weight, kg 1800

Chamber KON-106

Technical characteristics

Installed power, kWt 105

Average power consumption, kWt 40

Water consumption, m3/hr, not more than 0,2

Chamber warm-up time to t=90 OC, minutes, 
not more than

10

Number of trolleys 3

Height, mm 3200

Width, mm 1800

Length, mm 4680

Weight, kg 2500
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4. SUNWELL ICE SLURRY SYSTEM 

5. VAKONA MACHINES

4.1. Operation Principle

This Figure shows a principle diagram of the variable state ice slurry
system. Low concentration binary solution, such as sodium chloride
water mixture, is fed by the circulation pump to the slurry ice generator
(1), where salt-free crystals are formed. Ice slurry is then pumped to
the ice storage silo (2), where, due to buoyancy, ice crystals separate
from the brine and float to the top, forming a porous ice bed (3). The
brine solution in the lower portion of the silo remains in the ice system
and is re-circulated through the ice generator. When ice delivery is re-
quired, the rotating stainless steel ice harvester (4) removes ice crystals
from the top of the ice bed and sends them down the delivery chute (5)
to a container (6) for dry crystals. It can be also discharged to a mixing
tank (7) or a delivery pump (8), which blends the ice crystals with water
to form pumpable ice slurry for various applications.

4.2. Main Features

4.2.1. Ice Production: The slurry ice machine is standard refrig-
eration equipment with a tube-in-tube scrape surface heat ex-
changer as its evaporator or so-called ice crystallizer. Compared
to other ice machines, the slurry ice generator is very compact,
only one third of the weight and volume of the other types of ma-
chines. It consumes 30 to 40% less energy for every ton of ice pro-
duced than, for example, the flake ice machine.
4.2.2. Ice Storage: The patented design of ice storage has many

attractive features. Ice storage in the form of the porous ice bed

has very high ice packing capacity, around 650 kg/m3, as compared
to 500–600 kg/m3 with tube ice and 400 to 500 kg/m3 with flake ice. 

Unlike the homogeneous ice storage often seen in the ice slurry
systems used for fisheries, there is no continuous agitation required
in the storage silo. A stainless steel ice harvester with gear motor
mounted on top of the silo operates only when ice is discharged, and
consumes less energy. For example, a 100 t ice storage silo needs
only 5.6 kW ice harvester, or 30 W/m3 storage volume, as compared
to 70 to 1000 W/m3 reported by various homogenous ice storage sup-
pliers. 

The ice harvester design offers a more economical and simpler
ice discharge solution than the ice raking system in a flake ice plant,
and it also removes potential ice fusion problems. Ice crystals dis-
charged from the silo is additive-free, freshwater based. Their di-
mension is typically in the range of 1mm, and slurry has much larger
contact surface area to the food product than any other type of ice. 

4.3 Meat Processing Industry

Food processors manufacturing processed meat products like
Frankfurters, sausage, Wieners, ham, etc. usually have a continu-
ous cook-and-chill process. 

Critical factors such as product quality, consistency, and cost of
manufacture are directly related to the proper cooling of product.
When coming out of the cooker, a majority of meat products require

immediate, rapid and uniform cooling to stop the cooking process,
prevent spoilage and prolong shelf life.

Liquid chilling using sodium chloride brine is widely used in the
hotdog and sausage industry. The cooked sausages are fed con-
tinuously into a chamber, where a brine shower is arranged to re-
duce the product temperature from a level of around 65 °C down
to 2 °C.

Although liquid chilling offers the processors advantages such
as fast cooling, no shrinkage of the product, energy efficient, less
floor space than other technologies, it does create some operating
problems. 

One of the main issues is the high salt content in the brine. For ex-
ample, the brine chiller requires sodium chloride concentration to be
10% or higher if the product is to be chilled to a 2 °C endpoint. Disposal
of the brine could be costly and may create an environmental concern.
Besides, it is found that processed products absorb 0.1 to 0.2% of salt
during brine chilling. This may require additional adjustments in the
process.

An effective way to address the weaknesses of the brine chilling
without introducing major process changes is to use ice slurry as
the cooling medium. In this connection, a half-size hotdog cooling
chamber is built at Sunwell, and pilot tests are being conducted
with aim to develop a leading edge solution by using salt-free ice
slurry, or ice slurry with limited salt level, for cooling of hotdog.

Herabove we have described the revolutionary,

in fact, line of manufacturing sausages. Howe-

ver, the most meat manufacturers are usually

not limited themselves by sausages processing.

Many factories, for example, are preparing go-

urmet smoked meat from whole cuts of meat,

meat chops, ham, rolls, etc. 

Traditionally, these products are also too long
to cook before starting to smoke. 

KOH again offers a revolutionary solution – the
machine of the world famous German company
VAKONA. 

And first, of course, their injector. With this
machine begins the preparation process of lump-
ing meat. Yeah, sure, you know this yourselves...

After injector comes massager. And also from
the company VAKONA! 

One VAKONA Vacuum Mixing and Tumbling
Machine – and the product is very soon ready for
the final act of preparation – of course, in the KON
thermal chambers! 

VAKONA Mixing and Tumbling Machines line is
sufficiently large and diverse and includes ma-
chines with capacities from 60 to 1800 liters, with
cooling and without, with a smooth or step speed
control rotation of the working blade. Design fea-
tures of the equipment can produce a mild, soft
massaging; preserving the structure of the raw
material – a special blade gently and gradually af-
fects the product.

P.S. Generally speaking, it should be noted that
the ESK type machine is a new, even the newest,
generation of machines Vakona and in general – in
the world of similar machines. Energy-saving and
cooling –maximum. Thanks to its unique design it
takes up minimal space, crammed with the most
contemporary technologies and at the same time
has the lowest energy consumption! 99 programs
and the possibility of their random combination!?
This is truly a machine of the 21st century!

VAKONA
the quality injector Pl 26-184

��easy operation and ergonomic industrial design
��gentle treatment of products
��direct mechanical drive for needle head and conveyor
belt above brine level

��stop position for needle head mechanical
��quick removing of complete conveying system guar-
antees easy sanitation

��needles can be changes within seconds
��pre-filter system included
��foil covered key set for operation panel
��entirely stainless steel and food grade plastic
��injectors for meat, fish and poultry

Functions
��Production and delivery of Deepchill slurry with crystal concentration up to 50-60%
��Temporary storage of Deepchill slurry in a 0.6 m3 stainless steel buffer tank
Components and Construction
��Deepchill™ ice generator, model IG-6VM with refrigeration system included
��Stainless steel mix tank with heavy-duty screw to ensure homogenous nature ofDeepchill
��Stainless steel positive displacement pump with control interlocked with the PLC
��Siemens PLC for control of the Compact Unit Operation
��The entire plant is skid mounted, easy to move and install.

Thus, in our opinion, the combination of the new technologies of the KON Groupand its Partners will not only greatly improve the performance and timing 
of the Process, but also at times increase the quality and safety of the Product itself –
not to mention its cost – compared with the traditional methods of sausages processing.

Standard equipment:
• control unit ST450V (VM 60 – 220)
• touch screen control (VM 250 – 1800)
• gear motor with one rotation speed (VM 60 – 220)
• gear motor with variable adjustable speed regulation
(VM 250 – 1800)

• high capacity vacuum pump with automatic vacuum
• tumbling arm incl. removable scraper with press
button system

• tilting of bowl manual (VM 60 – 220)
• electrical tilting of bowl (VM 250 – 1800)
• lid operation with user assistance (VM 300 – 500)
• electrical lid operation (VM 750 – 1800)

• 2 braked wheels with locking (up to type VM 250,
from type VM 300 machines stationary)

Optional Equipment:
• touch screen control (VM 60 – 220)
• automatic bowl tilting and positioning system
• gear motor with variable adjustable speed regulation
(VM 60 – 220)

• mixing arm incl. removable scraper with press but-
ton system

• hydraulic loading system or mast type loading sys-
tem for 200 litre trolley

• electrical lid operation (VM 300 – 500)
• electrical tilting of bowl (VM 60 – 220)

VAKONA Vacuum Mixing and Tumbling Machines

Liquid Ice 
Compact Generator 
ModuPak™ Deepchill™ 
MODEL IG-6VM

Model Rated Power 50Hz Rated Power 60Hz Usage Refrigerant

U.S. t/day MT/day U.S. t/day MT/day On Board Plant R22 R404

Vertical
IG-6VM

5.4 4.9 6.5 5.9 4 4 4 4

TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGICAL CHAINTECHNOLOGY OFFERED BY KON

Frozen Blocks Cutter                                Fat Slicer                                           

Linker 

Ingredients, spices
Pump                 

MADO 
Extruder+Emulsifier                     

KON 
Thermal Chamber 

DEEPCHILL 
Liquid Ice (slurry) 

Ice Generator 
or Cool Water                                                                                 

CUTTER x 2pcs.                            Grinder

Mixer    

Filler

LINKWEL 
Line                       
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